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Issei Suda “FUSHIKADEN:Complete Edition“ 
e-Book Global Release

■Issei Suda “FUSHIKADEN:Complete Edition“ e-Book vers.

     Plexus Co.,Ltd and euphonic,inc. is released Issei Suda’s “FUSHIKADEN: 
Complete Edition“(Akio Nagasawa Publishing 2012) in e-Book version on 
January 12, 2016.
“FUSHIKADEN:Complete Edition“ is the first e-Book series from the 
Photographer : Issei Suda.

Epic masterpiece in the history of Photography 
 A Journey into the netherworld among the everyday life.

 Each period of age contains the unique 
atmosphere of the society and people on their 
own. The square format portraits contained in 
this book, points out the space between the 
sanctity and the worldliness of the people 
who lived in each period, and captures the 
drifting fragile memories which will be lost 
and vanished in time. 
 Sharp ly  engaged  images  a re  the  
memories of the society :the collective 
consciousness of life and people remaining in 
each single page, and will be succeeded 
towards the future audience. 
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front page cover from Issei Suda
”FUSHIKADEN-Complete Edition-“ e-Book.

excerpts from Issei Suda ”FUSHIKADEN : Complete Edition“ e-Book.



About “FUSHIKADEN:Complete Edition“
“Fushikaden was a series that was featured irregularly in eight installments between 
December 1975 and December 1977 in the monthly photography magazine Camera 
Mainichi. Later the pictures appeared again alongside previously published and 
unpublished works in the book Fushikaden(Asashi Sonorama,1978）,which as a matter of 
course is out of print today.
Now finally, after all those years, these photographs are being published once again, this 
time in the form of a complete edition including 38 items of that weren't in the original 
book. Marking a point in my career when I was finally at the start line at the ready to go, the 
series composed of photos shot in daily life situations and on the road in the Kanto and 
Tohoku areas is for me a deeply emotional affair, and at once a slightly embarrassing 
document of my youth that reveals just now little has changed.”
-From Issei Suda “FUSHIKADEN:Complete Edition-“ Afterword

Cooperated by Issei Suda, Akio Nagasawa Publishing

    Issei Suda：Born 1940 in Tokyo. Graduated from the Tokyo College of Photography in 
1962. Was hired as house photographer for Shuji Terayama’s experimental theater troupe 
Tenjo Sajiki in ’67, before commencing his work as a freelance photographer in ‘71. A 
Newcomer's Award from the Photographic Society of Japan for Fushi Kaden catapulted him 
into the limelight in 1976. He further received the Photographic Society of Japan’s Annual 
Award for the exhibition of the “Monogusa Syui” series in 1983, followed in ’85 by the 1st 
Domestic Photography Award at Higashikawa for “Nichijo no danpen”. In 1997, his book 
Human Memory received several awards including the Domon Ken Prize. In 2013, his 
large-scale retrospective exhibition “Nagi no hira ‒ fragments of calm” was shown at the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography. His works capturing moments between reality 
and non-reality have lately earned a high reputation also outside Japan. Main photo 
collections include Fushi Kaden (’78), Waga Tokyo 100 (’79), Akai hana ‒ scarlet bloom 
(2000), Fushi Kaden (definitive edition, 2012), and Anonymous Men and Women (’13), Early 
Works(’14), Childhood Days(’15).

■Details

“FUSHIKADEN:Complete Edition”  e-Book vers.
 Price : US$40
 Pages: 149 pages

     Released from Amazon Kindle Store/Apple iBookstore worldwide.
*Price Varies in each region.
     All the detailed informations about Issei Suda “FUSHIKADEN:Complete 
Edition-”and distribution is published at Plexus Website.
Issei Suda on PLEXUS 
▶http://www.plexus.tokyo/fushikaden_list_en
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Plexus is a Content Publication organization which aims to spread the possibility of the digital 
representation through the network communication. Our purpose is to provide a artist's outstanding 
works in cross medium genre including Visual/Photographic/Music, to introduce their contents in 
global scale by supporting their creativity. We provide the excellent works worldwide which will be 
cherished by the audience forever. We create the public place on the network to connect the creator 
around the world with the possible audience. We are the ”Energy Center" aka "PLEXUS" of the network 
society, spreading over the globe like a nerve net.
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Sales・Planning
Plexus Co., Ltd.
Date of foundation:November, 2011 
Capital:3,000,000 Yen 
Location:Mercury Square 6F,
      4-33-2 Yotsuya,Shinjuku-ku,
      TOKYO 160-0004
      TEL +81-3-5368-0511/ FAX +81-3-5368-0510

Production
euphonic,inc.
Date of foundation:July, 1987 
Capital:10,000,000 Yen 
LocationMercury Square  6F,
   4-33-2 Yotsuya,Shinjuku-ku,
   TOKYO 160-0004
   TEL +81-3-5269-8661/ FAX +81-3-5269-8675
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Plexus Co.,Ltd represetative 

info@d-plexus.jp
Toshihiro Oshima

TEL +81-3-5368-0511 / FAX +81-3-5368-0510
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Daido Moriyama
Photographer

Masato SetoTakahiko iimura
Media Artist Photographer

Issei Suda
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